Rules of South Creake Fishery
These rules have been enforced for the well being of you, the angler, the
fish, the lakes and the surroundings. If anyone is caught braking the
rules they will be asked to leave immediately without a refund.

Day tickets will be issued on the bank from the bailiffs or you
can book in advance by calling Nick Gardner on
07771660437 / 01328823790
.

Children under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult





Strictly NO night fishing, keep nets, bait boats, fires or litter.
Barbless hooks only.
Nets must be dipped in net dips provided, on entry to the fishery prior
fishing.
Landing nets and unhooking mats must be present and used at all
times. Each angler will be expected to have there own, no sharing.
Minimum line strength of 6lb.
Maximum of two rods per person. If you must leave your swim please
reel your rods in.
Ground bait, pellets and particles are allowed but are restricted to 1kg
every 5 hours per angler.
Boilies are allowed within reason, freezer baits are preferred.
Shelf life boilies are not allowed.
Nuts are not allowed.
Cars must be parked in the designated car park.
No fish are to be removed from the fishery or transferred between
lakes at any time.
The management reserves the rights to examine any vehicle leaving
the premises.
All anglers must have a current E.A. rod licence.
All fishing should be carried out from designated swims with due
respect of other anglers and the natural surroundings.
All fisherman enter the fishery do so at their own risk. We can not be
held responsible for any thefts, damages or injuries that may occur.















If you have any inquires regarding the rules or if use see anyone braking the
rules please contact Nick Gardner on 07771660437 or Chris Gardner on
07770932727. Thank you for reading and complying with the rules. We hope
you enjoy your fishing at the South Creake Fishery.

